
These four photographs by Almiro Barauna, Jan. 16th, 1958. Island of Trinidade, Brazil.



Sub-U.F.O. surfacing near pole.

NICAP Photo of U.F.O. observing jet test flight



Photographed by Gunther Wildemann, 23rd November, 1966.

Benidorm, Spain.



Photographed by Dick Blevens, August 30th, 1964. Seville, Ohio





Copyrighted coloured postcard of these photographs available from:

Ventla Verlag, Postfach 17185



Wiesbaden, Schierstein, Germany



Photographed by Paul Paulin, 29th Dec. 1953. Paris, France





Posters put out by United States Government, Secretary of the Navy, about U.F.O. reporting procedure.





Frequently reported shapes of U.F.O.’s and how they function.



German U.F.O. Base? Flight Control Area?



U.F.O. in flight over Washington State 1950. Note identical shape as U.F.O. photographed by German W.W.

II Focke Wulf fighter pilot In 1943-44.



U.F.O. formation photographed June 24th, 1965 on World U.F.O. Day, Hokkaido, Japan



U.F.O. performing like the one at left.



U.F.O.’s appearing over the Japanese battle fronts after the war in Europe was over. Called Foo-fighters!



Undoubtedly, tremendous advances must have been made on these flying machines by those who
knew the secret of flying saucers, and any unbiased reader must admit that the German Flying Saucer
development ushered in a new age in travel. However, because of the new technology we have to ask
ourselves some very searching questions.

Did the Germans have help from “real” U.F.O. people because their technology was the most advanced?

Did Hitler’s scientists perform their “miracle” alone, unaided or did flying saucer “people”,
perhaps visitors from other galaxies give them a helping hand because they had mastered the new
technology and consequently spoke the same or at least similar technological language? Could this
be possible? Another question could be, did the Nazis discover some long-hidden deep secrets during
their lengthy and exhaustive expeditions to the Himalayas and ancient Tibet? Intriguing and fascinating
volumes have been written about these mysterious activities which had the active support and blessing
of men such as Heinrich Himmler. It has been reported that the S.S. had an extremely large collection of
occult books and medieval transcripts of alchemy and sorcery. Apparently over 20,000 volumes were, at
one time, housed at the Ordensburg, Sonthofen, in Bavaria.



Perhaps there are elements of truth from all these stories. Did the Nazis establish secret bases
in Antarctica? Did they perfect there a far-advanced flying saucer programme? Did they accidentally
discover during their many expeditions that there is indeed an “Inner Earth”? (Nordic legends and Sagas
have long recounted very inspiring tales of a perfect society of blue-eyed, blond Germanic giants who
dwell in the inner earth). Was the world not astounded when it became known in 1945 that many of
the Nazi leaders had been early members — 1918-20 — of the Secret Order of Thule!? It is known
that Dietrich Eckhardt, Hitler’s brilliant poet friend, had introduced him to this organization in Munich.
The great expounder and father of geo-politics, Haushofer, friend and mentor of Rudolf Hess (Hitler’s
comrade and cell mate of Landsberg) Hess himself and Hitler were all steeped in the ancient mysteries
of the Nordic world. It is therefore quite conceivable that the Nazis were the outer earth representatives
of the “inner earth” or “outer space” blond, blue-eyed giants who spook through Nordic, Inca, Aztec and
even North American Indian legends.

Perhaps Erich von Danniken has uncovered the tips of an iceberg? Are we about to have shattered
our comfortable world picture that God created the earth in 7 days etc. etc. And so, again and again
we have to come back to the same questions which can only be answered by the same answers. Every
government on earth seems to be frantically engaged in suppressing the UFO story. Films are confiscated,
pilots instructed to intercept and shoot to kill UFO’s. People, are railroaded into hospitals and eventually
insane asylums because they have seen or even been contacted by UFO’s. Why? Why? Why, the UFO
crews themselves give most of the answers to the questions. If they were from other planets and had
come here to investigate or make contact with earthlings, they would hardly waste their precious time and
tremendous expense and effort just to fly around and treat us to pulsating lights in some remote swamps
or hills in the backwoods of the world. They would do what we would do if we had some crews of
astronauts investigating some distant planet. Our astronauts would have been given some detailed orders,
such as go and make a flypast, take photos, films and make visual observations. Test for radioactivity, air
oxygen content etc. Radio and teletype all your findings back to earth and then return home. Even more
conceivable would be that orders would be given for them to land, if they found conditions “bearable”,
and especially if they had the technology (which UFO’s obviously have) and investigate everything in
sight and take soil and rock samples; if you find “beings” talk with them, film them and perhaps even
kidnap one.

Now let us look at how the flying saucer people have behaved:

Technologically they are certainly very advanced, move at tremendous speeds, change direction
at will, (often denying every known law of motion or gravity. They can seemingly appear and disappear
from human vision or radarscreens with great ease. Theoretically and also practically they could land,
take samples, kidnap people and leave for home, and almost unimpeded! So we must assume the obvious.
These UFO’s from other planets, (and on purely a mathematical probability there are habitants on other
planets), have come, have seen, have sampled and returned home. Why would any representatives of any
civilization advanced enough to come the tremendous distances involved, just play cat and mouse with a
few hillbillies in Mississippi? The answer is self evident, they just would not bother with such a farce and
over a period of 30 years!



So there has to be an equally simple answer to why UFO’s behave the way they do. They have
to be either from earth itself which can only explain their lack of curiosity and also accounts for their
linguistic skills. Reinhold Schmidt states the crews of the flying saucer he flew with, spoke German, and
those Adamski and others met, spoke English. They apparently looked like us and pretty well behaved as
we do — undoubtedly because they are “from us”.

Now it is not inconceivable that in the never-ending stream of time our race has either gone from
here “out there” or we have been landed here or stranded here from “out there” eons of time ago. Legends
and sagas of old can supply many pointers.

Could it mean that the German nation is indeed a colony, either from the German-speaking
“Saturnians” with whom Reinhold Schmidt conversed or are they the outer-earth beach head of the inner-
earth civilization previously mentioned? Is this perhaps the answer to the vexing question of why the
Germans are “different”? Is this the explanation for their superb performance and genius as soldiers? Are
they leading the world in precision engineering and in technology because they have dwelling amongst
them a disproportionate number of “Saturnians” or “Atlantians”? Could this be the reason why they
always rise stronger and Phoenix-like from the ashes of defeat? Was Hitler planted on this planet earth to
pull back Western civilization from the brink of degenerate self-extinction — peacefully, if at all possible
— through war, if necessary?

Should the above question be answered in the affirmative, then “The Last Battalion”, when the
time is ripe, will spring into action. With racial strife and economic disaster looming, how far away
can “Der Tag” actually be? And finally, will the “Saucer Nazis”, as a last resort, invade strategic areas
militarily?

Members of “The Last Battalion” are already amongst us as soldiers, labourers, teachers, students,
scientists — in fact, in all walks of life. Male and female, young and old. So look at your neighbours and
your friends — how many of them do you think belong to “The Last Battalion”? Time will tell!







Eyewitnesses reports! All contain many elements of the Nazi-Saucer designs, technology similar as well as

behaviour and flight patterns.





U.F.O. reports from around the world and from pretty well-known people
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